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Abstract. We evaluate the large–scale energy budget of magnetic recon-3

nection utilizing an analytical time–dependent impulsive reconnection model4

and a numerical 2D MHD simulation. With the generalization to compress-5

ible plasma, we can investigate changes in the thermal, kinetic and magnetic6

energies. We study these changes in three different regions: (a) the region7

defined by the outflowing plasma (outflow region, OR), (b) the region of com-8

pressed magnetic fields above/below the OR (traveling compression region,9

TCR) and (c) the region trailing the OR and TCR (wake). For incompress-10

ible plasma, we find that the decrease inside the OR is compensated by the11

increase in kinetic energy. However, for the general compressible case, the12

decrease in magnetic energy inside the OR is not sufficient to explain the in-13

crease in thermal and kinetic energy. Hence, energy from other regions needs14

to be considered. We find that the decrease in thermal and magnetic energy15

in the wake, together with the decrease in magnetic energy inside the OR,16

is sufficient to feed the increase in kinetic and thermal energy in the OR and17

the increase in magnetic and thermal energy inside the TCR. That way, the18

energy budget is balanced, but consequently not all magnetic energy is con-19

verted into kinetic and thermal energy of the OR. Instead, a certain frac-20

tion gets transfered into the TCR. As an upper limit of the efficiency of re-21

connection (magnetic energy → kinetic energy) we find ηeff = 1/2.22

A numerical simulation is used to include a finite thickness of the current23

sheet, which shows the importance of the pressure gradient inside the OR24

for the conversion of kinetic energy into thermal energy.25
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1. Introduction

Magnetic reconnection is seen as the responsible process for huge energy releases in the26

universe, such as during solar flares or in the context of geomagnetic storms and substorms.27

Reconnection leads to the conversion of previously stored magnetic energy into kinetic28

and thermal plasma energy and a topological reconfiguration of magnetic field lines. In29

the course of reconnection previously separated magnetic field lines get reconnected and30

removed from the initial reconnection site together with accelerated and heated plasma.31

Hence, magnetic reconnection is an important initiator process for the transport of mass,32

momentum, flux and energy.33

34

In order to obtain sufficiently large reconnection rates to explain the energy release35

rates in solar flares, Petschek (1964) introduced an analytical solution of the reconnection36

problem based on a small diffusion region – where the frozen–in constraint is not valid –37

and the implementation of shocks. Slow–mode shocks were observed in the distant tail38

beyond -70 RE as boundaries of the tail lobe and the plasma sheet as well as on the front39

side of plasmoids (Saito et al., 1995). In the near-Earth region (X ≈ -19 RE) the formation40

of slow shocks bounding the outflow region during an isolated substorm was confirmed by41

Eriksson et al. (2004) for a tailward propagating flow burst, but failed for the earthward42

moving flow. This might be due to the asymmetric boundary conditions in the Earth’s43

magnetosphere, i.e., the strong earthward directed magnetic field gradient. While shocks44

may freely evolve and propagate in the downtail direction, the presence of the strong45

dipole–like inner magnetosphere forms a natural boundary for the establishment and46
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propagation of shocks in the near–Earth region. Alternatively, particle–in–cell simulations47

suggest that the outflow region of reconnection accelerated plasma is bounded by a pair48

of compound slow shocks/rotational discontinuity waves, rather than a pair of switch–off49

slow shocks (Liu et al., 2011a, 2011b). In previous years, the Petschek model has been50

adapted and modified, allowing also considerations under a time–dependent reconnection51

rate (Semenov et al., 1983; Biernat et al., 1987; Semenov et al., 2004a; Kiehas et al.,52

2009a).53

Reconnection was shown to work quasi-steady under certain conditions in certain en-54

vironments, such as the solar wind and the magnetopause (e.g., Mozer and Retino, 2007;55

Phan et al., 2006; Phan et al., 2013), where a steady-state model can be used to describe56

the reconnection process. However, reconnection during magnetospheric substorms ap-57

pears to work impulsive and rapid (e.g., Sergeev et al., 1987; Angelopoulos et al., 1997).58

Hence, we consider a time-dependent model to be more applicable for substorm conditions.59

In the following we want to point out the advantages of a time–dependent model over a60

steady–state approach for magnetotail reconnection. Using a time–dependent model al-61

lows us to compare the energy situation in a certain spatial region before and after recon-62

nection, which is naturally not possible in steady–state models, where reconnection never63

stops. Furthermore, the general topology implemented in the time–dependent model in-64

corporates important features that were observed in the magnetosphere but can not be65

modelled in steady–state reconnection. Amongst these features is the outflow region (OR),66

consisting of accelerated and heated plasma. While the OR remains permanently attached67

to the diffusion region in steady–state reconnection, it detaches from the reconnection site68

in time–dependent reconnection after reconnection ceased, transporting heated and accel-69
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erated plasma, energy and reconnected magnetic flux. The OR corresponds to bursty bulk70

flows (BBFs, Angelopoulos et al., 1992), observed in the Earth’s magnetotail. Since such71

a detached region of accelerated plasma is not implemented in steady–state reconnection,72

its interplay with the surrounding medium can only be understood from time–dependent73

models. Another feature, present in a time–dependent model, but not in steady–state74

reconnection, is the region of compressed field lines above and below the OR. Because the75

geometry in steady–state reconnection remains an X–type geometry with an OR confined76

by steady standing shocks, magnetic field lines above and below this steady OR don’t get77

compressed. In a time–dependent model, the ORs grow in size as more and more plasma78

gets added to this region and consequently compress the magnetic field lines above and79

below. These regions of compressed magnetic field lines above and below the ORs travel80

together with the ORs after reconnection stopped. In the Earth’s magnetotail these re-81

gions are frequently observed and known as travelling compression regions (TCRs, Slavin82

et al., 1984). Another domain, absent in steady–state reconnection, but implemented83

in time–dependent models, is the wake of the outflowing plasma. This region is absent84

in steady–state reconnection because the OR remains attached to the diffusion region in85

these models, which doesn’t allow a wake to develop behind the region of accelerated86

plasma. In time–dependent reconnection, the OR detaches from the initial reconnection87

site after reconnection stopped, forming a wake in its trail. Furthermore, energy conver-88

sion continues at the fronts of the OR after reconnection ceased. This feature is naturally89

absent in steady–state reconnection, but observed in the magnetotail (Angelopoulos et al.,90

2013). All three regions (OR, TCR, wake) and their interplay are important for energy91

considerations, as outlined in this paper. Due to the absence of wakes, TCRs, detached92
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ORs and post–reconnection energy conversion in steady–state models, a treatment of the93

reconnection problem via a time–dependent model is crucial.94

The following investigations are based on a time–dependent Petschek–type magnetic95

reconnection model, first developed by Semenov et al.,(1983) and Biernat et al. (1987). A96

more recent description is given in Kiehas et al.(2009a). Further applications of the model97

for the compressible case show strong plasma compression ahead of the OR (Semenov et98

al., 1998a), a variety of MHD waves and shocks (Heyn et al., 1988), and its validity in99

the fast reconnection regime (Erkaev et al., 2001). The model has been extended for100

asymmetric reconnection (Heyn et al., 1988; Semenov et al., 1992) and has been applied101

to magnetopause (e.g., Biernat et al., 1998) and magnetotail reconnection (e.g., Semenov102

et al., 2005; Kiehas et al., 2009a). The model has been used to obtain information about103

the reconnection process, such as the reconnection rate, reconnected magnetic flux or the104

location of the reconnection site (Semenov et al., 2005; Ivanova et al., 2007, Kiehas et105

al., 2008). The modelled large–scale disturbances have been shown to agree well with106

observations (Kiehas et al., 2009a) and match those obtained from simulations (Ugai and107

Zheng 2006a, 2006b).108

The basic concept of the time–dependent reconnection model used in this work, is shown109

in Figure (1). Initially, a current sheet, modelled as tangential discontinuity, separates110

two antiparallel magnetic fields, which are embedded in two identical, uniform and com-111

pressible plasmas. At some point reconnection is initiated in a localized region of the112

current sheet, the diffusion region, by processes that can not be described by ideal MHD.113

However, the large–scale energy conversion and redistribution takes primarily place in the114

convective region surrounding the diffusion region. Consequently, we will not discuss the115
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nature of the dissipation process inside the diffusion region, resulting in the generation116

of the reconnection electric field. Instead, we include all possible dissipation scenarios by117

defining an a–priori reconnection electric field (Er(t) in Figure 1a) as arbitrary function118

of time and consider Er(t) as initial condition. The unsteady, impulsive behavior of the119

reconnection process is reflected in the time–varying appearance of Er(t). The reconnec-120

tion electric field rises in time to a certain maximum and falls down thereafter (see Figure121

2).122

While magnetic field lines from opposite sides of the current sheet are connected via stand-123

ing shocks in the steady–state Petschek model, the time–varying reconnection electric field124

in our model leads to the formation of enclosed plasma outflow regions (ORs) over which125

magnetic field lines are connected (Figure 1b). After reconnection stopped, the outflow126

regions are no longer connected to the initial reconnection site and they propagate in op-127

posite directions along the current sheet (Figure 1c). At this stage no more reconnected128

flux is added to the system, but the volume of the OR grows during their propagation as129

more and more plasma gets accelerated over the shocks and energy conversion continues130

(see Figure 2).131

132

Energy partition in magnetotail reconnection was studied by Eastwood et al. (2013),133

based on 18 ion diffusion region encounters by Cluster. Calculations of the energy fluxes134

showed that the ion enthalpy flux is the dominant component of the energy fluxes. In135

a global MHD simulation of magnetotail reconnection, Birn and Hesse (2005) discussed136

the changes, transport and conversion of magnetic, thermal and kinetic energies at an137

advanced stage of reconnection, when the plasmoid has moved downtail already. Their138
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simulation showed that Poynting flux is converted at slow shocks into kinetic energy flux,139

most of which is immediately transferred to enthalpy flux. Hence, kinetic energy acts as140

a mediator in the conversion of magnetic into thermal energy. Without distinguishing141

the aforementioned regions (OR, TCR, wake), their results clearly show the decrease in142

magnetic energy in the inflow region and increase in thermal and kinetic energy in the143

outflow region. Yamada et al. (2014) studied the conversion of magnetic energy during144

reconnection in a laboratory plasma and found that 50 % of the magnetic energy gets145

converted into particle thermal and kinetic energy. In agreement with the Birn and Hesse146

(2005) and Eastwood et al. (2013) studies, they also found a dominance of the thermal147

energy over the kinetic flow energy. Together with Phan et al. (2013), Eastwood et al.148

(2013) and Shay et al. (2014), their study also showed that only a small percentage of149

the inflowing magnetic energy gets converted into electron thermal energy. In this work,150

we want to address the transfer of magnetic, thermal and kinetic energies amongst the151

three regions formed by reconnection (OR, wake and TCR). Using a time–dependent152

reconnection model allows us to include the TCR and assess the energy changes and153

transfers also in that region.154

2. Overview of the analytical model

The time–dependent reconnection model is described in detail in Biernat et al. (1987),155

Semenov et al. (2004b), and Kiehas et al. (2009a). In this paper, we only give a short156

overview of the model and restrict the description to those parts that are relevant for157

this publication. For convenience of calculations, all equations are written in CGS units158

throughout this work.159

The two initial antiparallel magnetic fields on either side of the tangential discontinuity160
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are represented in the form B1 = −B2 = (B0, 0), with B0 as background magnetic field.161

If the reconnection electric field Er is much smaller than the Alfvén electric field, EA =162

1
c
vAB0, where vA and B0 denote the Alfvén velocity and the background magnetic field,163

respectively, a small parameter ϵ can be introduced,164

ϵ ≡ cEr

vA B0

≪ 1.165

In this case, the outflow regions can be assumed as thin boundary layers, which allows166

a perturbation analysis of the MHD equations, with ϵ as small expansion parameter. In167

general, information about all variables in the MHD equation set can be summarized in168

one state vector U = U(ρ, p,B,v) (Rijnbeek and Semenov, 1993). We restrict ourselves169

to the expansion of the magnetic field only:170

B = B(0) + ϵB(1) + ϵ2B(2) + ... (1)171

where B(0) denotes undisturbed quantities and B(1) (B(2)) disturbances of the first (sec-172

ond) order. While quantities tangential to the current sheet are of the order of ∼ 1,173

perpendicular components are of the order of ∼ ϵ, as can be shown by an order of mag-174

nitude estimation. With this, the outflow regions can be assumed to behave as thin175

boundary layers where the tangential and normal components correspond approximately176

to x– and z–components, respectively. In their general form, the magnetic fields in the177

inflow and outflow regions can be written as178

B =
(
B0 +B(1)

x , B(1)
z

)
, (2)179

180

B̃ =
(
0, B̃(1)

z

)
, (3)181

whereB and B̃ represent the magnetic fields in the inflow and outflow regions, respectively.182
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For the first quadrant one finds for the magnetic field, pressure and velocity components183

inside the OR (Semenov et al., 2004b; Kiehas et al, 2009a),184

B̃x = 0, (4)185

186

B̃z =
c

vA
Er(t− x/vA), (5)187

188

p̃ = p0 +
B2

0

8 π
, (6)189

190

ṽx = vA, (7)191

192

ṽz = 0, (8)193

where Er (t− x/vA) denotes the reconnection electric field. It must be noted that we use194

unnormalized quantities throughout this work, contrary to previous publications (Semenov195

et al., 2004b; Kiehas et al., 2009a; 2009b) For the solutions, presented in Equations (4)–196

(8), we disrupt expansion (1) after first order terms and neglect higher order terms. With197

this, and assuming a homogeneous background plasma density distribution, we find for198

the outflow velocity vx the Alfvén velocity vA. The shape of the OR, defining the location199

of the OR in the x–z–plane, can be found as (Biernat et al., 1987)200

z = f(x) =
ρ0
ρ̃

c

vAB0

xEr (t− x/vA) , (9)201

where ρ0 and ρ̃ denote the plasma density in the inflow and outflow regions, respectively,202

with203

ρ̃ = ρ0
γ(β + 1)

γ(β + 1)− 1
, (10)204
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where γ = cP
cV

and β = 8π p0
B2

0
denote the polytropic index and plasma–β, respectively.205

For an ideal monoatomic (γ = 5/3), magnetic field dominated (β → 0) plasma, the206

compressibility coefficient yields ρ0
ρ̃
= 2/5.207

It should be noted that ρ̃ , p̃ , ṽx do not depend on the reconnection rate. On the other208

hand, B̃z and the shape of the OR (Equations (5) and (9)) do depend on the reconnection209

rate. Consequently, a stronger reconnection rate does not lead to a stronger acceleration,210

but to an increase in the size of the OR.211

2.1. The Volume of the OR

Throughout this paper, all calculations are performed for the first quadrant only (cf.212

Figure 1, with the center of the coordinate system at the reconnection site), due to the213

symmetry of the problem.214

Under the idealized model assumptions, the leading front of the OR propagates with215

Alfvén speed. Consequently, the leading front can be located at x = vAt. With this, the216

volume of the OR can be derived by integrating the function f from Equation (9) over217

x with the lower (upper) boundary x = 0 (x = vAt). For the first quadrant (Q1), this218

yields,219

V Q1
OR =

ρ0
ρ̃

c

vAB0

∫ vAt

0
xEr (t− x/vA) dx. (11)220

We can define the functions F (t) = c
∫ t
0 Er(τ) dτ and G(t) =

∫ t
0 F (τ) dτ which are pro-221

portional to the reconnected magnetic flux and the volume of the OR, shown in Figure222

2. In the following we show the derivation of the volume of OR in dimensional units.223

During the active phase of reconnection, the reconnected magnetic flux F (t) builds up224

and reaches its maximum level F0 after reconnection ceased. Then, the volume of the OR225
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increases linearly with time. From Equation (11) one gets after changing the integration226

variable τ = t− x/vA,227

V Q1
OR =

ρ0
ρ̃

c

vAB0

∫ t

0
vA

2(t− τ)Er(τ)dτ,228

229

V Q1
OR =

ρ0
ρ̃

vA
B0

[
(t− τ)F (τ)|t0 +

∫ t

0
F (τ)dτ

]
,230

where the term (t − τ) is zero for the upper boundary τ = t, and the term F (τ) is zero231

for the lower boundary τ = 0. With this, the volume of the OR in the first quadrant can232

be written as,233

V Q1
OR =

ρ0
ρ̃

vA
B0

G(t). (12)234

As can be seen from Figure 2, after t = T0 = 1, the reconnection electric field drops235

to zero, the reconnected magnetic flux reaches its constant level F0 and G(t) increases236

linearly. Consequently, for t ≫ T0 the function G(t) can be approximated as G(t) = t F0.237

With this, the volume of the OR increases linearly with time.238

3. Change of kinetic energy inside the OR

The kinetic energy of the plasma inside the OR is given as239

Wk =
1

2
ρ̃ v2A

∫
OR

dV.240

With vA = B0√
4π ρ0

and the integral over the OR from Equation (12), this yields241

WOR,Q1
k =

vA B0

8π
G(t). (13)242

For t ≫ T0, one gets243

WOR,Q1
k =

vA B0

8π
t F0. (14)244
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Since Equation (13) is independent from the compressional factor ρ0
ρ̃
, the kinetic energy245

inside the outflow region is the same for the incompressible and compressible case. This246

can be understood by the balance of two contributions to the kinetic energy: In the247

compressible case, the density inside the outflow region is enhanced compared to the248

incompressible case, leading to a higher kinetic energy content. On the other hand, the249

volume of the outflow region is reduced in the compressible case by the factor ρ0
ρ̃
, leading to250

smaller kinetic energy content. These two effects balance each other, yielding together no251

change in the kinetic energy content of the outflow region when generalizing the problem252

from the simplified incompressible situation to the compressible case.253

4. Change of magnetic energy inside the OR

Considering an area in space with the volume of the OR in the first quadrant, the254

change in the magnetic energy inside this region before and after reconnection is255

∆WOR,Q1
B =

∫
OR,Q1


(
B̃(1)

z

)2
8π

− B2
0

8π

 dV, (15)256

Since
(
B̃(1)

z

)2
corresponds to a second order term, the magnetic energy inside the OR257

after reconnection can be neglected compared to the magnetic energy inside an area258

corresponding to the same volume as the OR before reconnection. Hence, the change259

of the magnetic energy inside the OR in the first quadrant due to reconnection can be260

written as261

∆WOR,Q1
B = −B2

0

8π

∫
OR,Q1

dV. (16)262

With the volume of the OR from Equation (12), we find263

∆WOR,Q1
B = −vAB0

8π

ρ0
ρ̃
G(t). (17)264
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Due to the compressional factor ρ0
ρ̃

in Equation (17) the change in the magnetic energy265

in the OR is reduced for compressible situations compared to the incompressible case.266

For β → 0 and γ = 5/3, the magnetic energy in the OR is reduced for the factor 2/5267

compared to the incompressible case. This effect is due to the reduced volume of the OR268

in the compressible case, which is not compensated by other effects, as it is the case for269

the kinetic energy.270

While the amount of kinetic energy (Equation (13)) and decrease in magnetic energy271

inside the OR (Equation (17)) are balanced in the incompressible case (ρ0 = ρ̃), we find272

as relation between the kinetic and magnetic energies inside the OR in the first quadrant273

for the compressible case:274

WOR,Q1
k = − ρ̃

ρ0
∆WOR,Q1

B . (18)275

Hence, the decrease in the magnetic energy does not fully compensate the increase in the276

kinetic energy inside the OR. In other words, not all of the kinetic energy is due to the277

direct conversion of magnetic energy into kinetic energy; the decrease in the magnetic278

energy inside the OR is not sufficient to obtain the necessary amount of kinetic energy.279

5. Change of thermal energy inside the OR

Analogous to the considerations for the change of the magnetic energy inside the OR,280

the change of the thermal energy inside the OR in the first quadrant before and after281

reconnection is282

∆WOR,Q1
T =

1

γ − 1

∫
OR,Q1

(p̃− p0) dV. (19)283
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Replacing p̃ from the relation of pressure balance between the IR and OR regions,284

Equation (6), it follows,285

∆WOR,Q1
T =

1

γ − 1

B0
2

8 π

∫
OR,Q1

dV. (20)286

With Equation (12), this yields287

∆WOR,Q1
T =

vAB0

8 π

ρ0
ρ̃

1

γ − 1
G(t). (21)288

From Equations (13), (17) and (21), we see289

∆WOR
B < ∆WOR

T +WOR
k . (22)290

Hence, the amount of kinetic and thermal energy inside the OR is not balanced by291

the decrease of magnetic energy inside the OR. Since the decrease of magnetic energy is292

not sufficient to feed the increase in the kinetic and thermal energies, other regions must293

contribute to the acceleration and heating of plasma. To identify these regions, we extend294

the analysis beyond the OR.295

6. The Magnetic Energy in the Inflow Region

Before reconnection starts, the magnetic energy density in the surrounding medium is296

given by B0
2/8π. Reconnection disturbs the medium and magnetic field, which leads to a297

magnetic field Bafter. The change in the magnetic energy, resulting from this disturbance298

in the medium, can be written as difference of the magnetic energy after (related to Bafter)299

and before reconnection (related to B0),300

∆WB =
∫ (

B2
after

8π
− B0

2

8π

)
dV. (23)301
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Inserting for Bafter from Equation (2) and neglecting terms of the second order, the302

magnetic energy appears in our 2D configuration as,303

∆WB =
B0

4π

∫ ∫
B(1)

x dxdz. (24)304

By introducing a vector potential A = (0, A, 0) of the form B = ∇×A, the components305

of the magnetic field can be written in terms of A,306

B(1)
x = −∂A

∂z
, B(1)

z =
∂A

∂x
. (25)307

With this, the change in the magnetic energy can be displayed by the integral over a308

vector potential,309

∆WB = −B0

4π

∫ ∫ ∂A

∂z
dx dz,310

311

∆WB = −B0

4π

∫
(A|z=∞ − A|z=z0) dx.312

Considering a thin boundary layer analysis, we can assume z0 = 0, since any error oc-313

curring out of this assumption is of the second order. Since the magnetic potential A is314

defined to be zero at infinity, this leads to (see also Semenov et al., 1998b),315

∆WB =
B0

4π

∫
A|z=0dx, (26)316

where A|0 can be expressed via B(1)
z |0 from Equation (25),317

A|0 =
∫

B(1)
z |z=0dx. (27)318

Hence, the disturbances B(1)
z , measured at the level z = 0, give the change in the magnetic319

energy in a column z > 0 by double integration of B(1)
z and the change in the magnetic320

energy in the entire column can be calculated (see Figure 3).321
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Analogous to the incompressible case (Kiehas et al., 2009b), we can find the vector322

potential at z0 as323

A|0 =
c

vA

(
−vA

c
F
(
t− x

vA

)
+

ρ0
ρ̃
xEr

(
t− x

vA

))
. (28)324

Inserting the potential at z = z0 = 0 from Equation (28) in Equation (26), we find the325

change in the magnetic energy inside the inflow region (x:[0,x]; z:[0,∞)) as function of x:326

∆W IR,Q1
B (x) =

B0

4π

[
vA

(
1− ρ0

ρ̃

)
G
(
t− x

vA

)
− ρ0

ρ̃
x F

(
t− x

vA

)
− vA

(
1− ρ0

ρ̃

)
G(t)

]
,

(29)327

For the inflow region between the initial reconnection site and the leading edge of the328

OR (0 < x < vA t), we find329

∆W IR,Q1
B (x = vA t) = −vAB0

4π

(
ρ0
ρ̃

)
G(t). (30)330

This function decreases linearly from zero at the reconnection site (x = 0) to a negative331

value near the trailing edge of the OR–region and then increases in the region above the332

OR (green curve in Figure 4).333

For a better understanding of the energy redistribution, let us split the inflow region334

into two different parts: the wake region behind the OR (0 < x < vA (t − T0)) and335

the region of compressed magnetic field lines above the OR, corresponding to a TCR336

(vA (t − T0) < x < vA t). For each of these regions we find for t ≫ T0 inside the wake337

region,338

∆Wwake,Q1
B = −vAB0

4π
t F0, (31)339

and inside the TCR340

∆W TCR,Q1
B =

vA B0

4π

(
ρ0
ρ̃

)
t F0. (32)341
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Equation (31) shows a decrease of magnetic energy inside the wake region, while Equation342

(32) shows an increase inside the TCR, as can also be seen from Figure 4. The decrease343

of ∆WB in the wake can be understood in terms of the reconfiguration of magnetic field344

lines in the course of reconnection. The wake corresponds to the inflow region where field345

lines get disconnected and are finally reconnected via the OR to field lines from the other346

hemisphere and transported away from the reconnection site. This depletion of magnetic347

flux and consequently magnetic energy is expressed by the decrease of ∆WB in the wake.348

Inside the TCR field lines are compressed due to the appearance of the OR. This enhanced349

field line density is reflected in the increase of ∆WB in the TCR. For the incompressible350

case (ρ0=ρ̃), we find ∆W TCR
B = −∆Wwake

B . Hence, the decrease of ∆WB in the wake is351

fully compensated by an increase in the TCR. In the compressible situation, ∆W TCR
B is352

smaller than ∆Wwake
B for the factor ρ0

ρ̃
. Physically, this can be explained by the following:353

In a compressible plasma situation, the OR gets compressed. Due to this reduction of its354

height (relative to incompressible situations), disturbances in the TCR are reduced too.355

Consequently, the magnetic energy transported inside the TCR is reduced in compressible356

plasma situations.357

With this, not all of the additional magnetic energy inside the TCR is redistributed from358

magnetic energy loss inside the wake. Thermal energy needs to be considered in this case,359

which is demonstrated in Section 7.360

Let us compare the increase in ∆WB in the TCR with the kinetic energy inside the361

OR. For the incompressible case, Equations (14) and (32) show that the increase in ∆WB362

inside the TCR is twice as much as the kinetic energy inside the OR. For the compressible363

case, this relation is decreased for the compressible factor ρ0
ρ̃
,364
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∆W TCR,Q1
B = 2

ρ0
ρ̃
WOR,Q1

k . (33)365

Consequently, the magnetic energy transported inside a TCR corresponds to 80 to 200366

% of the kinetic energy inside the OR, depending on the plasma compressibility.367

7. The thermal Energy in the Inflow Region

Analogous to the change in the magnetic energy inside the IR, we can derive the change368

in the thermal energy inside the IR from the difference in the energies before and after369

reconnection:370

∆WT,Q1 =
1

γ − 1

∫
IR,Q1

(
(p0 + p(1) − p0)

)
dxdz =

1

γ − 1

∫
IR,Q1

p(1) dxdz. (34)371

With p(1) = γ p0
ρ0
ρ(1) and ρ(1) = −ρ0 divξ, where ξ denotes the displacement vector (see372

Appendix B), this yields with Gauss’ theorem373

∆WT,Q1 = − γ p0
γ − 1

∫
divξdxdz =

γ p0
γ − 1

∫ ∞

0
ξz(t, x, 0)dx. (35)374

With Equation (B5), and p0 =
β B0

8π
we find the change in the thermal energy inside the375

inflow region (x:[0,x]; z:[0,∞)) as function of x:376

∆WQ1
T (x) =

γ β

γ − 1

B0

8 π

[
vA

(
1− ρ0

ρ̃

)
G
(
t− x

vA

)
− ρ0

ρ̃
x F

(
t− x

vA

)
− vA

(
1− ρ0

ρ̃

)
G(t)

]
,

(36)377

For the inflow region between the initial reconnection site and the leading edge of the378

OR (0 < x < vA t), we find379

∆W IR,Q1
T (x = vA t) = − γ β

γ − 1

vA B0

8 π

(
1− ρ0

ρ̃

)
G(t). (37)380
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By comparing Equations (37) and (30), we see that the functions describing the dis-381

tribution of magnetic and thermal energy in the inflow region behave identical and differ382

only by a constant factor.383

As change in the thermal energy inside the wake region we find,384

∆Wwake,Q1
T = − γ β

γ − 1

vAB0

8π
t F0, (38)385

and inside the TCR386

∆W TCR,Q1
T =

γ β

γ − 1

ρ0
ρ̃

vAB0

8π
t F0. (39)387

Hence, the thermal energy inside the inflow region decreases. For the two areas of the IR,388

the thermal energy behaves differently. While it decreases in the wake, it increases inside389

the TCR. Physically this can be understood by the following: The TCR corresponds390

to a compression of magnetic field lines and plasma, which leads to an increase in the391

magnetic and thermal energies therein. The wake region, on the other hand, corresponds392

to a rarefaction region. Consequently, the magnetic and thermal energies decrease. With393

the decrease of the thermal energy in the wake of the OR, reconnection effectively acts as394

a refrigerator, where cooled plasma is left behind in the wake of the OR.395

8. Total energy budget

The relation between each energy component (kinetic, thermal, magnetic) in the three396

different regions (OR, wake, TCR) is shown in Figure 5.397

The overall energy conversion can be described as follows. During the reconnection398

process plasma streams towards the reconnection site in the inflow region, gets heated and399

accelerated and leaves the scene via the outflow regions. Due to to the reconfiguration of400

magnetic field lines, the magnetic energy inside the OR is considerably reduced (Equation401
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(17)). However, this reduction is not sufficient to explain the total increase in the kinetic402

and thermal energies in the OR (Equation (22)). Consequently, energy from the inflow403

region is redistributed into the outflow region to support the heating and acceleration of404

plasma.405

The total energy balance can be found as406

WOR,Q1
k +WOR,Q1

T +∆WOR,Q1
B +∆W IR,Q1

B +∆W IR,Q1
T = 0. (40)407

This is valid for an arbitrary electric field Er(t). Inserting each of these terms as derived408

in the previous sections, we see indeed that the total energy balance is zero. Hence, the409

energy is getting transferred solely in between these terms, assuming the dissipation terms410

inside the diffusion region to be small. As mentioned earlier, the IR can be divided into411

a wake and a TCR region for an impulsive reconnection electric field. While the energy412

in the wake region decreases, it increases inside the TCR. For the incompressible case,413

the changes in those regions balance each other. For compressible situations, however,414

one needs to take into account thermal energy and the decrease of energy in the wake,415

associated with an increase of energy in the TCR, to achieve full energy balance. The416

energy increase in the TCR can be understood with the OR as a transition region, whose417

expansion leads to an increase in thermal and magnetic energy inside the TCR.418

It needs to be noted that the disturbances inside the OR are of the order of one, while419

its size is of the order of ϵ. For the IR the situation is vice versa. Consequently, it is the420

relatively large area of the IR over which all the small disturbances get integrated and421

consequently can not be neglected.422

It can also be shown that the total energy carried by the plasma inside the OR is greater423

than the total amount of energy inside a TCR,424
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WOR,Q1
k +WOR,Q1

T > ∆W TCR,Q1
B +∆W TCR,Q1

T . (41)425

9. Two-Dimensional MHD simulations

Since the results so far are based on an idealized analytical model, we want to investigate426

how these idealizations, like an infinitely thin current sheet, affect the results. For this427

purpose, we run a 2D MHD simulation, which includes a finite current sheet thickness428

and compare the results on the energy budget with those from the analytical model. In429

the used simulation magnetic field and plasma parameters are assumed to satisfy the430

equations of resistive magnetohydrodynamics:431

∂ρv

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ρvv +Π I− 1

4π
BB

)
= 0, (42)

Π = p+B2/(8π),
∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0, (43)

∂

∂t

(
ρv2/2 +

1

8π
B2 +

1

γ − 1
p

)
+

∇ ·
[
v

(
ρv2/2 +

1

4π
B2 +

γ

γ − 1
p

)
− B(v ·B)

4π

]
= 0, (44)

∂B

∂t
−∇ · (v ×B) +∇× (ν∇× B) = 0, (45)

∇ ·B = 0. (46)

Here ν = c2η/(4π) is the magnetic viscosity, where η is the plasma resistivity; I and Π432

denote the unit matrix and total pressure (sum of the magnetic and plasma pressures),433

respectively, and γ is set equal to 5/3.434

The electric field can be obtained from Ohm’s law435

E = −1

c
v ×B+

c η

4π
∇× B. (47)
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Generally the plasma resistivity can be a function of coordinates and time.436

At the initial moment we assume the equilibrium current sheet with hyperbolic variation437

of the tangential magnetic field component438

Bx = B0 tanh(z/∆), ρ = ρ0, Bz = 0. (48)

Initially the plasma is assumed to be in a rest with zero velocity components. Then we439

introduce a temporal and spatial variation of the resistivity,440

η = η0 + η1t exp(−at) exp[−b((x− x0)
2 + z2)], (49)

where η0 = 0.001 is the background resistivity, and the parameter η1 = 0.1 determines441

the amplitude of the resistivity pulse.442

For numerical calculations we use a Godunov-type (Godunov, 1959) finite volume443

scheme based on the approximate Riemann solver, which was proposed by Powell (1994)444

for ideal MHD equations. In our case we take into account a finite resistivity, and thus445

we have a more complicated induction equation (45) for the magnetic field, which is of446

an elliptical type. We have implemented an iterative procedure to solve this equation at447

each time step.448

The divergence free condition (46) is controlled by the method of projection, as outlined449

in Toth (2000).450

Furthermore, for computational convenience we introduce dimensionless variables451

through:452

x̃ = x/L0, z̃ = z/L0, t̃ = t/T0, p̃ = 4πp/B2
0 ,

ρ̃ = ρ/ρ0, B̃ = B/B0, ṽ = v
√
4πρ0/B0, (50)
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where T0 is the duration of the reconnection pulse, ρ0 is the mass density at the453

center of the current sheet, B0 is the magnetic field at the upper boundary, vA0 is the454

Alfven velocity corresponding to the magnetic field B0 and density ρ0 and L0 = vA T0.455

The boundaries of our calculation domain are assumed to be open. We set the normal456

derivative zero for each dependent variable at the open boundary. For the simulation a β457

value of 0.3 at the upper and lower boundaries is chosen.458

10. Energy Budget – simulation

Figure 7 shows the spatial change in all three energy forms (magnetic, kinetic, thermal),459

based on the MHD simulation outlined in Section 9. As with the analytical model, the460

same spatial changes in the energies can be observed qualitatively: (a) the magnetic energy461

decreases in the OR and wake and increases inside the TCR (b) the acceleration of plasma462

leads to an increase in the kinetic energy inside the OR (c) the thermal energy increases463

in the OR and TCR and decreases inside the wake. The decrease in thermal energy inside464

the wake region is primarily due to thermal energy decrease in the pre–existing plasma465

sheet. With this, reconnection leaves behind a cooled plasma sheet, possibly changing the466

conditions for potential subsequent reconnection.467

Changes inside the OR are confined to a smaller region compared to the surrounding468

area. Consequently, the changes appear qualitatively most significantly inside the OR.469

However, for a full treatment of the energy changes, it is necessary to integrate over each470

corresponding area, which is done in the following section.471
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11. Shape of the outflow region

In the analytical model described in Section 2 the outflow region can be described via472

Equation (9). With this, the OR exhibits a tear–drop type shape, as displayed in Figure473

1. The analytical model assumes an infinitely thin current sheet. However, for a realistic474

magnetotail configuration, a current sheet with finite thickness must be considered. The475

numerical model described in Section 9 allows such a consideration. As a result of the476

continuous vertical density and magnetic field gradient across the current sheet (see Figure477

8), the outflow regions exhibit a crab–hand structure (Abe and Hoshino, 2001; Kiehas et478

al. 2007; Zenitani et al., 2010; Ugai et al., 2011), as shown in Figure 9. The field line479

nearest to the center of the current sheet is associated with the lowest Alfvén speed. Since480

the reconnection outflow speed is associated with the Alfvén speed in the inflow region,481

the speed of initially accelerated plasma is smaller than that of subsequently accelerated482

plasma, which flows into the reconnection region with field lines associated with higher483

Alfvén speeds. This leads to slow moving plasma in the leading part of the OR and faster484

moving plasma in its trailing part. Additionally, due to the plasma density gradient along485

z, accelerated plasma runs into denser plasma ahead of it and gets diverted around it.486

Consequently, a crab–hand shaped OR is formed, contrary to the tear–drop shaped OR487

in the theoretical model without density gradient in z. The higher density in the leading488

part of the OR also results in the establishment of a pressure gradient pointing into the489

outflow direction (see Figure 10). This pressure gradient is absent in the theoretical model490

and vitally important for the understanding of energy conversion.491
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12. Differences between theory and simulation

Figures 5 and 11 show the temporal evolution of each energy form from the theoretical492

model and the numerical simulation, respectively. Theory and simulation yield similar493

results except for the kinetic and thermal energy inside the OR. While the kinetic energy494

dominates over the thermal energy inside the OR in the theoretical model, the situation495

is vice versa in the simulation. Previous simulations (Birn et al., 2012) show the same496

dominance of thermal energy over kinetic energy inside the OR which is also confirmed497

by observations (Eastwood et al., 2013).498

The reason for this discrepancy can be found in the simplifications of the theoretical499

model, where the current sheet is modeled infinitely thin. Without a gradual magnetic500

field and plasma density variation over the current sheet, the Alfvén velocity is constant,501

leading to the same outflow velocity throughout the reconnection process. Furthermore,502

there is no diversion of outflowing plasma due to the homogeneous plasma density distri-503

bution and the absence of a plasma sheet in the theoretical model. Consequently, the OR504

exhibits a tear–drop rather than a crab–hand shape in the theoretical model and lacks a505

pressure gradient inside.506

13. Role of ∇p

The thermal and kinetic energy fluxes can be written (Birn and Hesse, 2005) as507

∂u

∂t
= −∇ · [(u+ p)v] + η j2 + v · ∇p, (51)508

∂

∂t

ρ

2
v2 = −∇

(
ρ

2
v2 v

)
+

v

c
· (j×B)− v · ∇p, (52)509
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where u denotes the internal energy. In the theoretical model the terms v · ∇p on the510

right hand side of Equations (51) and (52), are zero. This circumstance reflects the511

absence of any ∇p due to the assumption of an infinitely thin current sheet. However,512

it is this ∇p that increases the thermal energy (Equation 51) and decreases the kinetic513

energy (Equation 52) for the same amount via the expression v · ∇p. Hence, the pressure514

gradient, which is present inside the OR under considerations of a finite current sheet,515

leads to the conversion of kinetic into thermal energy. This circumstance is given in the516

numerical simulation and explains why the thermal (kinetic) energy in the simulation517

is larger (smaller) than in the model. As can be seen from comparing Figures 5 and518

11, the thermal energy dominates over the kinetic energy inside the OR for an initial519

configuration with a current sheet of finite thickness (as in the numerical simulation),520

while the situation is vice versa for an initial configuration with an infinitely thin current521

sheet (as in the theoretical model). Physically, the dominance of thermal over kinetic522

energy can be understood by a braking of the flow due to the pressure gradient and523

the accompanied conversion of kinetic flow energy to thermal energy by compressional524

heating, as it was pointed out in Birn et al. (2010).525

14. Quasi–static equilibrium

Using a Sweet–Parker approach, Birn and Hesse (2010) and Birn et al. (2010) showed526

that the Ampere and pressure gradient forces, related to the second and third terms in527

Equation (52), respectively, nearly balance each other. They noted that this result is528

related to the simulation setup of symmetric boundaries. A quick, qualitative assessment529

using our open boundary simulation indeed yields differences. Figure 12 shows contour530

plots of v ·∇p and (v
c
· (j×B)). Both terms show a similar spatial distribution. Figure 13531
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displays profiles along x as a spacecraft crossing through the ORs at z = 0 would measure532

the value of each term. The difference between the two terms is shown in green. As can533

be seen the ∇p force balances the j×B force for at least 60 percent. We see this limited534

achievement of a force–free balance due to the open boundaries in our simulation. While535

a closed magnetic field line configuration might yield full force balance, open boundary536

conditions provide only partial force–balance. However, compared to the analytical model,537

the appearance of ∇p, which is absent in the theoretical model, brings the OR closer to538

an equilibrium state, which is assumed for the reconstruction of the 2D magnetic field539

configuration (e.g., Hau and Sonnerup, 1999; Hu and Sonnerup, 2002). With a stronger540

pressure gradient, acting against the Ampere force, more kinetic energy gets converted to541

thermal energy via compressional heating (cf. Section 13 and Birn et al. (2012)). Under542

full force balance this process is optimized.543

15. Summary and Conclusions

We evaluated the energy redistribution during time–dependent magnetic reconnection.544

For incompressible conditions we find an exact balance between the decrease in magnetic545

energy and increase in kinetic energy inside the OR, based on the annihilation of mag-546

netic energy in the expanding OR, which corresponds to a magnetic energy flux into the547

OR, and its conversion to kinetic energy. Hence, all energy needed for the acceleration of548

plasma is provided by a direct conversion of magnetic energy into kinetic plasma energy.549

For compressible conditions, the decrease in magnetic energy inside the OR is not suffi-550

cient to feed the increase in thermal and kinetic energy inside the OR. This imbalance551

can be solved by considering also the energy changes in the IR. Due to the depletion of552

magnetic flux in the wake, the magnetic energy inside the wake decreases. Inside the553
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TCR the magnetic energy increases due to the compression of field lines above and below554

the OR. In the incompressible case, the increase in magnetic energy inside the TCR is555

compensated by the decrease of magnetic energy inside the wake. For compressible situa-556

tions, the decrease in magnetic energy in the wake is insufficient to explain the increase in557

magnetic energy inside the TCR. By taking into account the decrease of thermal energy558

in the wake, as well as the increase of thermal energy in the TCR, the energy budget is559

fully balanced. All together, the increase in thermal and kinetic energy inside the OR560

is compensated by the decrease of magnetic energy inside the OR and the change in the561

thermal and magnetic energies in the IR. A summary of the energy changes in each region562

is shown in Figure 14.563

While reconnection heats and accelerates plasma, it leaves plasma in the wake of the OR564

with a decrease in the thermal energy and hence with less temperature. In that sense565

reconnection also acts as a refrigerator, as it removes thermal energy from the initial566

reconnection site and transports it into open space via the OR. This state of the wake567

plasma might be important for conditions of possible secondary reconnection pulses, as568

the left behind plasma sheet is now cooler than it was during the first reconnection pulse.569

This state of the wake plasma might be important for conditions for secondary reconnec-570

tion pulses.571

It must be noted that the energy conversion takes place at the shock fronts. Consequently,572

even after reconnection stopped with the breakdown of the reconnection electric field, en-573

ergy conversion continues at the moving fronts.574

One can define a reconnection efficiency as ratio between released non–thermal (i.e., ki-575

netic) energy and dissipated magnetic energy ηeff =
∆WOR

k

∆Wwake
B

and find as an upper limit576
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ηeff = 1/2 for both, compressible and incompressible cases. Hence, only half of the avail-577

able magnetic energy can be converted into kinetic energy. This value corresponds to the578

efficiency also found for symmetric (Priest and Forbes, 2000) and asymmetric (Birn et al.,579

2010) Sweet–Parker reconnection.580

The analytical model assumes an infinitely thin current sheet, which results in tear–drop581

shaped ORs and a homogeneous outflow velocity. As a result of this initial condition582

in the analytical model, the kinetic energy inside the OR dominates over the thermal583

energy, which contradicts observations and previous simulation results. Utilizing a nu-584

merical simulation, the plasma pressure gradient can be identified as an important player585

for the conversion of kinetic into thermal energy. Under realistic conditions of a current586

sheet with finite thickness, the Alfvén velocity is distributed inhomogeneously across the587

current sheet, leading to an inhomogeneously distributed outflow speed which is smaller at588

the leading front of the OR than at the edges or the trailing part of it. Furthermore, less589

dense plasma gets accelerated into denser plasma at the front of the OR. Consequently,590

a pressure gradient builds up inside the OR. This pressure gradient enters the equations591

for the thermal and kinetic energy, reducing the kinetic energy for v · ∇p and enhancing592

the thermal energy for the same amount. Physically, this means the plasma has to work593

against the pressure gradient, leading to a conversion of kinetic into thermal energy via594

compressional heating.Furthermore, the gas pressure partially balances the Ampere force,595

bringing the OR closer to a quasi–steady equilibrium of the OR, which is generally as-596

sumed for 2D reconstruction techniques of the magnetic field line configuration.597

598
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Appendix A: Overview of Equations

Outflow region:599

WOR,Q1
k =

vA B0

8π
G(t). (A1)600

∆WOR,Q1
B = −vAB0

8π

ρ0
ρ̃
G(t). (A2)601

∆WOR,Q1
T =

vAB0

8 π

ρ0
ρ̃

1

γ − 1
G(t). (A3)602

Inflow region:603

∆W IR,Q1
B (x = vA t) = −vAB0

4π

(
ρ0
ρ̃

)
G(t). (A4)604

∆W IR,Q1
T (x = vA t) = − γ β

γ − 1

vA B0

8 π

(
1− ρ0

ρ̃

)
G(t). (A5)605

Wake:606

∆Wwake,Q1
B = −vAB0

4π
t F0, (A6)607

∆Wwake,Q1
T = − γ β

γ − 1

vAB0

8π
t F0, (A7)608

TCR:609
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∆W TCR,Q1
B =

vA B0

4π

(
ρ0
ρ̃

)
t F0, (A8)610

∆W TCR,Q1
T =

γ β

γ − 1

ρ0
ρ̃

vAB0

8π
t F0. (A9)611

Appendix B: Displacement vector

We can define a displacement vector as612

v =
∂ξ

∂t
. (B1)613

Inserting this in the equation for continuity,614

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0,615

we find616

ρ(1) = −ρ0∇ξ. (B2)617

Inserting Equation (B1) into Faraday’s Law,618

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v ×B) , (B3)619

we find for first order disturbances in Bz,620

B(1)
z = B0

∂

∂x
ξz, (B4)621

and hence, the z–component of the displacement vector can be found as622

ξz =
1

B0

∫
Bz

(1)dx. (B5)623
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Figure 1. Time–dependent Petschek reconnection. Panels (a)–(c) show the evolution

of the plasma outflow regions/shock structures and the change in magnetic field topology.

Reconnection is initiated at the origin of the sketched coordinate system. The light blue

line denotes the current sheet, separating two antiparallel magnetic fields (blue arrows).

Inside a locally confined region, a pulsative, time–varying reconnection electric field Er is

established (panel (a)), leading to the acceleration of plasma in opposite directions along

the current sheet. Due to the temporally restricted activity of Er, the plasma outflow

is confined to closed outflow regions (grey areas, panel (b)). These regions are bounded

by shocks (red) and detach from the initial reconnection site after Er vanishes (panel

(c)). Since magnetic field lines from both sides of the current sheet are connected via

the outflow regions, reconnected magnetic flux is transported together with the plasma

outflow regions. The dotted lines represent the separatrices (after Semenov et al., 2004b).

Figure 2. Normalized reconnection electric field (red, modeled as E = ϵEA sin2(πt/T0)

and active during 0 < t ≤ T0 with T0 = 1), normalized reconnected flux (black), and

volume of the outflow region (per unit length of the reconnection line, green). The

reconnection electric field, reconnected magnetic flux, and volume of the OR

are normalized to the maximum value of the reconnection electric field (ϵEA),

c ϵEA T0, and ϵ vA B0 T
2
0 , respectively. Time is normalized to T0.
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Figure 3. Column containing enhanced amount of magnetic energy, which can be

obtained by Equations (26) and (27). By measuring the magnetic field disturbances at

the level z = 0 the amount of magnetic energy in the column above can be obtained (after

Kiehas et al. (2009b)).

Figure 4. Change of normalized magnetic energy WB (green) and thermal energy

WT (light blue) as function of x for t = 3 in the inflow region. The initial reconnection

site is at x = 0 and the location of the OR between 2 < x < 3. wB and wT denote the

corresponding normalized energy densities. x, w and W are normalized to vA T0,

c ϵEA T0, and
B2

0

8π
ϵ(vA T0)

2, respectively.

Figure 5. Temporal evolution of each energy form (kinetic, thermal, magnetic) in

the three different regions (OR, wake, TCR) in the theoretical model. Calculations are

done for β = 0.15. Time and energies are normalized to T0 and
B2

0

8π
ϵ(vA T0)

2,

respectively.

Figure 6. Magnetic field energy in the simulation domain with the three regions under

investigation (OR, TCR, wake) labeled. The boundary of the OR is defined via vx = 0,

and the boundary between TCR and wake via ∆WB = 0. Magnetic field lines are shown

in white. x̃, z̃ and B are normalized to vA T0 and the magnetic field strength at

the upper boundary (B0), respectively.
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Figure 7. Change in magnetic (top), kinetic (middle) and thermal (bottom) energies

at time t=9.6598. x̃, z̃ and B are normalized to vA T0 and the magnetic field

strength at the upper boundary (B0), respectively.

Figure 8. Alfvén speed vA (red) and magnetic field Bx (green) profiles along vertical

direction z̃ at t=0.01. z̃ and Bx are normalized to vA T0 and the magnetic field

strength at the upper boundary (B0), respectively.

Figure 9. Velocity field of the OR in the simulation at t=10. Magenta lines denote

magnetic field lines. x̃, z̃ and v are normalized to vA T0 and vA, respectively.

Figure 10. Pressure color contour of the OR at t=10. Magenta lines denote magnetic

field lines. x̃, z̃ and p are normalized to vA T0 and
B2

0

4π
, respectively.

Figure 11. Temporal evolution of each energy form (kinetic, thermal, magnetic) in

the three different regions (OR, wake, TCR)in the simulation. Time an energies are

normalized to T0 and B0
2

4π
(vA T0)

2, respectively.

Figure 12. Ampere–force (v
c
· (j × B), left) and pressure gradient (v · ∇p, right)

related terms from Equation (52). The black contour shows the edge of the OR. x̃, z̃ are

normalized to vA T0, and
v
c
· (j×B) and v · ∇p to vA B0

2

4π vA T0
.
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Figure 13. Profiles at z̃ = 0 along x̃ of (v
c
· (j×B)) (blue) and (v · ∇p) (red) and the

difference between both (green). x̃, v
c
· (j×B) and v ·∇p are normalized to vA T0 and

vA B0
2

4π vA T0
, respectively.

Figure 14. Schematic depiction of the change of thermal, magnetic and kinetic energies

due to reconnection in the three evaluated regions (wake, TCR and OR).
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